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Hi, I'm Teena Machaiah, and I’m a Product Manager for Equinix Smart Hands, which allows
customers to manage and outsource their business operations. With Smart Hands, customers
can maximize uptime within an Equinix International Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data center
by leveraging expert Equinix technicians. We offer an array of scheduling options to suit
different requests.
Let’s walkthrough the new features & functionality enhancements we’ve just launched within
the Smart Hands portal.
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A new service introduced under the ‘Cable Testing & Diagnostics’ card called “Cable Connectivity
Check” offers a designated service to check and test cable connectivity, light levels, reseating of a
cable and much more. This service can help visually verify LED link lights are green, ensure fiber
connections are properly cleaned, verify cable connections are securely seated and perform light
level readings.

We have now made it intuitive to spot error fields while reviewing your order entry details before
submission. When clicking to review, the page will auto scroll and focus on the error field in the
form.
For multiple error fields, the form will auto scroll to the first error field, from which you can scroll
down to correct any additional error fields.
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We are now introducing the ability for Equinix technicians to initiate messaging when a ticket is in
progress. An orange note icon next to the “In Progress” order status indicates that Equinix sent a
message. Hover over the icon and click “View New Message” to view the message in the Activity
Timeline.

Note: This feature can used only when the “Enable text (SMS) messaging” option is checked while
creating the order.
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Additionally, we have notes can be added post submission to any order. A blue note icon next
to the order number under Order & Ticket History indicates a note can be added to the
created order.

Hover over the icon to display the “Add Note” button, clicking on which will open a pop up to
add the note.

For additional information or questions, please find the release notes, technical documentation
and more linked in the description box below.
Thank you and have a great day.
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